Role of Social Studies for Pre-Service Teachers in Citizenship Education
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Abstract
Developing pre-service teachers civically is the oldest need which is known for social studies. Social studies are the most humanistic science between other sciences. It is due to the goal of social studies to focus more on civic issues and its content. Teacher students can gain skill, knowledge, and trait of being a good citizen through courses and curricular activities by attending in social studies classrooms. Based on the importance of schools to cultivate civic values, this paper concentrates on prospect teachers as agents of social change for new generation. The civic function of social studies is based on the unique technique brought by them for teaching in classrooms. It is hoped that it may compel educational policymakers to develop future teachers to transmit civic knowledge and values for a democratic society and better responsible citizenship.
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1. Introduction
Political educators have long discussed the relationship of democracy and education. They state that an initial purpose of education especially social science is helping democracy, the methods that it can fulfill this mission, and replacing new ideas for students (Usta, Dikyol, & İnce, 2010). Social studies are described as the combination of social science and humanities to make learners as active citizens (Boyle-Baise & Goodman, 2009, p. 38) and aid them to advance essential information, abilities, and beliefs to be an active citizen (Çengelci, 2013). Öztürk (2009) described social studies as “a teaching plan which combines information and approaches for teaching active citizens” (p. 4). The truly shared connection between education and democracy is that schools make students strong for finding reason as an important promotion for a democratic society. Social studies teachers have reason to the seriously worried about the absence of political participation but it is remained unconnected to the everyday lives of youth and often scholars often fail to analytically examine the association of social studies teaching for democratic purposes. This is because of as a discipline, social studies education has challenged with the difficulty of “too much to teach” (McGuire, 2007, p. 621) which has frequently caused in disengaged actions of facts and small emphasis on generalizations that is a frightening lack of democratic complexity between advance level of pre-service teachers. Another reason to the current failure of social studies mission is that, social studies educators are not able to make democratic values as the first priority for their students’ lives (Kahne, Rodriguez, Smith, & Thiede, 2000) due to their misconception and underestimate of its ability as key changing factor in students’ lives and even as social studies educators are not sure about its mission and transmission of its value (Thornton, 2005). Additional problems for pre-service educators include: the largely negative opinions of social studies; the lasting beliefs; chaos about tenor; lacking of make social studies teachers as agent of social change; excessive number of related social studies content at teacher education faculties; and disability for employing the learned materials in everyday life (Henning & Yendol-Hoppey, 2004). They should again highlight the main objective of these classes about civic competencies and obligations.

1.1 The Relevance of Social Studies
Thinking abilities (i.e. reasoning, critical thinking, etc) are vital conceptual components and very difficult to combine the logical and the mental base of every field. Consequently, the sciences and mathematics are mostly using a scientific thinking skill like problem solving tactic but the social sciences traditionally employ critical way of thinking for their evaluation. However, every discipline requires both types of thinking skills. Before social studies recognized as an interdisciplinary paradigm, it was in the format of civic and history syllabus was
taught in schools (Brophy, 1990). Truthfully, some instructors see these thinking skills of their students as a treat for themselves and they institutional position. Pre-service teachers need to be socialized into this system to permit orderly living; but at the same time they should be trained to be constructive social critics of the system. It is through such thinking skills such as deep criticism from citizens that the democratic system is developed. Each student teacher must learn to accept any idea of his or her community and institution after synthesize it and admit this criticism right for their future students. On the other hand, assessments of teacher students functioning suggest that civic education has not been overly effective in developing their civic knowledge (Journell, 2013a) because of not teaching the above competence to their students.

### 1.2 Role of Pre-Service Teachers

The teachers are able to engage themselves in the development of their profession with passing on their experience, not only to educators already in the field but also to the prospect teachers (Tuomi, 2005) and they are confronted teacher education issues to accomplish citizenship actively. To fulfill it, student teachers have top position to lead their future students to a responsible citizen level (Logan, 2011). They must cultivate the sense of responsibility to develop suitable plans and ways to assess their future student learning and they can be the source of enthusiasm among them about the subject of civic skill and knowledge for their students. Instructors should teach prospect teachers to interpret for a multidisciplinary field to realize the citizenship aim of social studies. Anderson and Piazza (1996) highlight that in-service and pre-service teachers, who should be the means of change, are outcomes of the system they are attempting to change. Pre-service teacher educators must determine a strong program for connecting civic information and way of teaching in their classes to engage their students in democratic preparation (C. Pryor & B. Pryor, 2005). They need to authorize their learners to create and practice a combination of thinking abilities by encouraging teaching (Milligan & Ragland, 2011) with promoting cultural democracy collectively with citizenship education to facilitate student identity as members of their own “cultural communities, the nation-state, and the global world society” (Banks, 2007, p. 124). They have a very special duty to instruct democratic citizenship and its value especially when they act as “teacher democrats” (Kennedy, 1998).

### 2. Differences between Social Studies in School and Higher Education (HE)

School teachers generally are focused more on the individuals and development of their skills than content. These skills can be gained through teaching process namely are listed as reading, listening, and speaking to cognitive skills such as analysis, synthesis, and evaluation of cause and effect to help problem solving abilities. In a school context, educators teach wide facts in addition to presence of traditions and preferred customs in opposite to higher educational ideas, indication of paradigms, deeper understanding of contents and applications, and finally a critical thinking as a way of living. Higher education (HE) academicians point at concentration excessively on books, idealist fats, illogical skills, bright national attitudes and suspect to the learning process of their students (Brophy, 1990). Instead of focusing on society and family in schools, social studies in the university concentrate more on the content. Content of social studies means facts, information, and philosophy of a socio-political issue. Learning process in university is based more on finding causes of problems, tactics for development, and, when suitable, work jointly, and widening understanding. Universities are the place for discussion, evaluation of current issues for enhancing civic related abilities (Isaac, 1992). Indeed, schools may be the only institutions with specific civic spaces with the capacity to achieve almost all students, assist them to become good citizens where students can feel they are more effective for their community (Carnegie Corporation of New York and the Center for Information and Research on Civic Learning and Engagement (CIRCLE), 2003; W. C. Parker, 2003). In order for this form of democratic citizenship education to establish, conversely, schools should be considered in terms of their “social significance” for “civic life” (Dewey, 1990, p. 14). Citizenship education as a broad goal of public schooling in general, it is specifically the province of social studies education to cultivate the civic skills, knowledge, and dispositions (Urban, 2013).

#### 2.1 Approaches to Social Studies

There are three major traditions explaining approaches in teaching social studies as citizenship transmission, discovering analysis action, and reflective approach. Another category of teaching sees social studies as explanation of content, critical study, and evaluation of challenges (Engle & Ochoa, 1988). The final classification is based on the Martorella (1985), which classified social studies as passing cultural norms tool, social science, reflective investigation, informed critical thinking, and individual development.

### 3. Importance of Social Studies in Citizenship

There are three type of understanding about social studies among teachers. Social studies are important for teachers to employ them in teaching process which are including: control, knowledge, and power in the classes.
One general point of agreement regarding the role of social studies has been “citizenship education”, as Ross (2006) said: “the preparation of students to be good citizens, they must be knowledgeable, skilful, and understand values (p. 20). Other researchers added the fourth attribute to three above which is “involvement” (Root & Billig, 2008, p. 107) for fostering the greater good of society (Hartoonian, 1991). However, existed mindful inquiries in trying to express what “citizenship” means including, questions concerning whom it refers to and who created it (Cary, 2010), the influence of locationality and positionality (Shinew, 2006), the flexibility of commitments (Parker & Mitchell, 2008), and its task in curriculum and instruction (Avery, 2007; Parker, 2004). Citizenship is a main core of social studies which their task is to make their youngsters to be ready for a collective action. Case and Clark (1999) expanded on the objectives of social studies education by reflecting four reasons of citizenship education: commencement, upgrading, individual improvement, and academic information. Majority of social studies teachers consider citizenship transmission as their key role and seek to inspire patriotism, cultural heritage, and political values (Barr, Barth, & Shermis, 1977). The literature identified three traditions originally introduced by Barr, Barth, and Shermis (1978) that have experienced a long period of discourse revolving around three conflicting objectives saw social studies as:

1. The oldest view defended as an opportunity for encouraging social assimilation of the dominant society.
2. Social science which encourages applying the scientific procedures and means to observe the world as a social scientist's world.
3. A method for social transformation through inquiry based critical and reflective thinking of the views held by the dominant culture.

Addressing these arguments regarding social studies teachers’ conceptualizations of social studies through the lens of citizenship education, Anderson, Avery, Pederson, Smith, and Sullivan’s (1997) well-constructed study recognized four viewpoints that were corresponding to the three Barr, Barth, and Shermis (1978) founded in addition to some other formerly discussed traditions. The four “widely varying” viewpoints and their main characteristics were:

1. Critical thinking perspective supports students’ reflecting critically on the current situations and laws, asking questions about their school and society and the recognition of their membership in a world community rather than unreflective allegiance to the nation.
2. Legalist perspective stresses students’ obedience and respect for the law and focuses on teaching students their rights.
3. Pluralist perspective distinguishes the importance of exposing students to a variety of ideological perspectives that reflect the multicultural experiences and values of groups comprising those in the neighbouring community, across the nation and globally.
4. Assimilationism perspective endorses the transmission of what is viewed as the dominant societal values and thus encourages a sense of nationalism, loyalty and civic duty to their nation.

4. Means of Citizenship by Social Studies

As stated by Parker (2003), there are three kinds of citizenship. Traditional citizenship education emphasizes the transmission of values, knowledge, and skills about history and government. Progressive citizenship education, while not altogether eschewing this knowledge base, encourages greater student agency, practice, participation, and action. Yet both of these forms of citizenship, which dominate civic education in many countries, “minimize social and cultural heterogeneity” and distance matters of race, gender, class, and ability (Parker, 1996b, pp. 111-113). To accommodate the diverse needs of students in inclusive social studies classes, one would need to move beyond traditional and progressive notions of citizenship education. Advanced democratic citizenship education takes seriously the idea of popular sovereignty and student agency in the classroom; views democracy as an ongoing, common path rather than as an achievement; and nurtures differentiation as vital mechanisms of democracy (Parker, 1996a). Certainly, this advanced platform of democratic citizenship may not be completely possible in social studies classes, but it is a purpose toward which prospect teachers and teacher educators should try (Urban, 2013). In conclusion, social studies can promote democratic citizenship by bringing higher order thinking (i.e. critical thinking, reflective thinking), discussing controversial issues, problem solving, and decision making to their teaching instructions.

4.1 Higher Order Thinking

Teachers can provide students with higher order thinking abilities or as “deep knowledge” by teaching the main and detailed concepts of intended course for finding related issues and making quite complicated sympathies to
develop citizenship (Kahne et al., 2000; Newmann, Secada, & Wehlage, 1995, p. 88). In this concept, teachers’ role highlights more on enlightening students instead of Dewey’s (1916) description of democracy must learn during life which stressed on finding reason, distinguishing, and achieving common value to show the differences in society’s members’ capacity. Those who graduated from educational institutions such as future teachers must have thinking abilities to adapt themselves with this fast changing world. In contrast with lower order thinking, it is as previously learned knowledge to resolve problems by engaging in tasks for students to interpret, evaluate, or manipulate information (Newmann, 1991). Social studies are powerful in intangible frameworks for explaining the types of this kind of thinking with a mixture of deep knowledge about the content, ability to manage it, and view to show it in the everyday life. It links the democracy to education by developing students’ higher order reasoning, involving them in deep inquiry, providing with opportunities to experience democracy, fostering them to approve people who are different from themselves, enabling them to update their understanding about current societal issues, causes, and ways to solve them (explanations) (Kahne et al., 2000; King, 1991) Research on higher order thinking mention different types of perspective about content view as a sophisticated understanding just will be happened with employing of information in the content; skills perspective as thinking means better detailed subject matter, and lastly, is positions perspective with the underlying disposition of thoughtfulness.

4.2 Critical Thinking

It helps student teachers for a better adjudication (van Nuland, 2013) and can easily connected to educational idea which learner is able to find information and expand his or her knowledge about own which is in contrast with the perspective that assumes student as a passive receiver of ready information. Critical thinking is assumed as a process of social studies in the classrooms but not as their goal because it is an entirely private act for explaining and defining the input data which needs instruct and doesn’t need any special concentration and emphasis by teachers about small details. It will be gained by paying attention to social subjects and inquiry. Teaching applicable methods can cultivate this kind of thinking in students’ mind. According to Paul, Binker, & Weil (1990) it is disciplined, self-directed thinking to show a high level of cognition with understanding, accuracy, exactness competencies. Last but not least, it is the ability which social studies teachers can teach to their students to find the primary reason of communal issues.

4.3 Reflective Thinking

Social studies and education are becoming more focused on reflective thinking. This is a process where students assess what they accept to be true. It is a dynamic and cautious consideration of any idea form of knowledge regard to the grounds that maintain it and the potential decisions to which it tends. Reflective thinking allows students to be cautious about the everyday issues and judge them critically. Social studies teachers employ this kind of thinking as a beginning point to address important themes. These themes are as follows: multicultural education, culturally responsive education, student centered learning, social studies as a discipline and specifically citizenship. In general, we can use media (e.g., Internet, social networking, and etc) as motivational factor to reflect things for student thinking. This kind of thinking is the main object of teaching social studies for making students ability to criticize socio-political problems and solve them appropriately. For making thinking skills work in this perspective, it must have multiple choices for students and possible prevention about dangerous media effects. This perspective should concentrate more on activities and not just be knowledgeable (Bruner, 2009). Engaging in reflective learning allows professional development after leaving the problem.

4.4 Discussing Controversial Issues

Studies of teachers have revealed that often what they consider to be “discussions” in their classrooms are actually recitations of replies to scripted questions (Wilen, 2004). True civic discussions, or what Parker (2006) and Parker and Hess (2001) termed seminars and deliberations, are based on factual knowledge. The belief that discussing controversial issues helps democracy because in many democracies people view involvement public talk thoughtfully and deliberately with others as their responsibility to their country (Parker, 2003). This act helps young people to emphasize that their involvement in the community with a greater sense of sharing and participation. Some educationalists propose that students enjoy engaging in controversial issue discussions (Hess & Posselt, 2002) and it can achieve the envisioned goals of promoting tolerance and civic awareness (Beck, 2003; D. E. Hess, 2002). The educational programs consider this method as their responsibility (Ersoy, 2010). Nowadays, many countries use this perspective that discussion can make students with more tolerance. Adding this method in teaching schedule is important because learners can be aware of civic matter as early as they start their education in school. Unfortunately, teachers do not really use this method in their classes (Asimeng-Boahene, 2007; Gayford, 2002; Oulton, Dillon, & Grace, 2004; Wilson, Hass, Lauglin, & Sunal,
Despite strong theoretical support for adding this method in classes (Hess, 2009; Journell, 2011), research continue to show that teachers are hesitant to broach it (Journell, 2013b). Previous studies indicate that the considerable majority of teachers report an emphasis on this method in their teaching hours (Allen, 2003; Crowe & Wilen, 2003; Kelly & Brandes, 2001; Parker & Hess, 2001). It is completely depends on teachers that how he or she can plan these issues and carry out the hidden messages about citizenship to their students (Ersoy, 2010) even it is instructed by education program. Lastly, the outcome of this kind of skill must able students to recognize a variety of approaches to a subject or social problem and its reason and ways to support it from their own view.

4.5 Problem Solving

It is defined as a flexible ability and process which is rooted in either environment or within the student and occurs in a real world. Its intention is to suggest ways for solving between personal conflicts which can be agreeable for all sides (D’Zurilla, Nezu, & Maydeu-Olivares, 2004). It is a main tool to involve students with a social science understanding by giving them ability to reason critically about current problems (e.g., Evans & Saxe, 1996). Educational theories about learning highlighted the advantages of inclusion this method in curriculum (Scheurman & Newmann, 1998). There are many type of social problems which are addressing by this method which are impersonal, personal, between people, and society problems (D’Zurilla et al., 2004). It is determined as a process which a student try to solve an above mentioned problems cognitively and also in the real world, makes many possible solutions and chooses the most effective ones for an ability to be an active citizenship attribution for reducing present stressful life (D’Zurilla et al., 2004).

4.6 Decision Making Social

Decision making slowly have become the main core for citizenship education. Specifically in teacher education programs, it is about process, perspective and civilization of student teachers (Bennett, 1991). Teachers encourage students to find shared ideas and let them to handle research, to facilitate group dynamics, and to encourage democratic involvement skills (Allen, 2000). In another way, decision making is appropriate when we assume that all of the citizens (in this case student teachers) are not informed and social studies can able them to make correct decisions about social forces which affect they lives.

5. Conclusion

Pre-service teachers acquire democratic citizenship skills such as problem solving, social participation, and media literacy through the social studies courses which are more than the sum of the social sciences. Social studies are not only teaches concepts associated with citizenship, but represents a national story that emphasizes main elements like civic equality, justice, and responsibility. Learning about social studies develop pre-service teachers own individual ethics and principles to teach to the future students to able them make positive decisions for challenging situations. Student teachers can acquire knowledge, skills, and values of the social studies course if they continue learning social studies outside the classroom. Social studies will be helpful for individual and students when they use societal methods of thinking in their instruction.

6. Implications

(1) Use methods to involve student teachers collectively to raise their information, ability, and sense of disposition about civic issues for a better democratic society.

(2) Use a mixture of academic materials and the real life issues of student teachers to have a significance civic behaviour as output.

(3) Amplify discussions of higher order thinking to give feedback to the pre-service teachers responders.

(4) Discuss relevant controversial issues and current social problems in classrooms for more effective social sciences instructions.

(5) Pre-service teachers must learn the social studies citizenship intention and apply them in their future classrooms.
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